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Odysseus and his men next land on the island of Aeolus, the wind king, and stay 
with him a month. To extend his hospitality, Aeolus gives Odysseus two parting 
gifts: a fair west wind that will blow the fleet of ships toward Ithaca, and a great 
bag holding all the unfavorable, stormy winds. Within sight of home, and while 
Odysseus is sleeping, the men open the bag, thinking it contains gold and silver. The 
bad winds thus escape and blow the ships back to Aeolus’ island. The king refuses to 
help them again, believing now that their voyage has been cursed by the gods.

The discouraged mariners next stop briefly in the land of the Laestrygones, fierce 
cannibals who bombard the fleet of ships with boulders. Only Odysseus, his ship, 
and its crew of 45 survive the shower of boulders. The lone ship then sails to Aeaea, 
home of the goddess Circe, who is considered by many to be a witch. There, Odys-
seus divides his men into two groups. Eurylochus leads one platoon to explore the 
island, while Odysseus stays behind on the ship with the remaining crew.

“In the wild wood they found an open glade,
around a smooth stone house—the hall of Circe—
and wolves and mountain lions lay there, mild
in her soft spell, fed on her drug of evil.
None would attack—oh, it was strange, I tell you—
but switching their long tails they faced our men
like hounds, who look up when their master comes
with tidbits for them—as he will—from table.
Humbly those wolves and lions with mighty paws
fawned on our men—who met their yellow eyes
and feared them. q

 In the entrance way they stayed
to listen there: inside her quiet house
they heard the goddess Circe.
 Low she sang
in her beguiling voice, while on her loom
she wove ambrosial fabric sheer and bright,

book 10 :
Circe, the Grace
of the Witch

10 fawned on: showed affection for.

15 ambrosial: fit for the gods.

beguiling (bG-gFPlGng) adj. charming; 
pleasing  beguile v.

q
 
EPIC SIMILE

In lines 6–11, notice the simile 
involving Circe’s wolves and 
mountain lions.  What is the point of 
this comparison?  How does it affect 
your impression of Circe’s hall? 
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Detail of Tilla Durieux as Circe (about 1912–1913), Franz von 
Struck. Oil on paper, 53.5 cm × 46.5 cm. Private collection. 
Photo © akg-images.



by that craft known to the goddesses of heaven.
No one would speak, until Polites—most
faithful and likable of my officers, said:

‘Dear friends, no need for stealth: here’s a young weaver
singing a pretty song to set the air
a-tingle on these lawns and paven courts.
Goddess she is, or lady. Shall we greet her?’

So reassured, they all cried out together,
and she came swiftly to the shining doors
to call them in. All but Eurylochus—
who feared a snare—the innocents went after her.
On thrones she seated them, and lounging chairs,
while she prepared a meal of cheese and barley
and amber honey mixed with Pramnian wine,
adding her own vile pinch, to make them lose
desire or thought of our dear father land.
Scarce had they drunk when she flew after them
with her long stick and shut them in a pigsty—
bodies, voices, heads, and bristles, all
swinish now, though minds were still unchanged.
So, squealing, in they went. And Circe tossed them
acorns, mast, and cornel berries—fodder
for hogs who rut and slumber on the earth.

Down to the ship Eurylochus came running
to cry alarm, foul magic doomed his men!
But working with dry lips to speak a word
he could not, being so shaken; blinding tears
welled in his eyes; foreboding filled his heart.
When we were frantic questioning him, at last
we heard the tale: our friends were gone. . . .”

Eurylochus tells Odysseus what has happened and begs him to sail away from 
Circe’s island. Against this advice, however, Odysseus rushes to save his men from 
the enchantress. On the way, he meets the god Hermes, who gives him a magical 
plant called moly to protect him from Circe’s power. Still, Hermes warns Odysseus 
that he must make the goddess swear she will play no “witches’ tricks.” Armed with 
the moly and Hermes’ warning, Odysseus arrives at Circe’s palace.

Circe gives Odysseus a magic drink, but it does not affect him and he threatens 
to kill her with his sword. Circe turns the pigs back into men but puts them all 
into a trance. They stay for one year, until Odysseus finally begs her to let them 
go home. She replies that they must first visit the land of the dead and hear a 
prophecy from the ghost of Tiresias. 
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17 Polites (pE-lFPtCz).

23–26 If you were among this group, 
whom would you follow—Polites or 
Eurylochus?  Why?

27–36 What happens to the men after 
they drink Circe’s magic potion?

foreboding (fôr-bIPdGng) n. a sense 
of approaching evil
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Odysseus and his crew set out for the land of the dead. They arrive 
and find the place to which Circe has directed them.

“Then I addressed the blurred and breathless dead,
vowing to slaughter my best heifer for them
before she calved, at home in Ithaca,
and burn the choice bits on the altar fire;
as for Tiresias, I swore to sacrifice
a black lamb, handsomest of all our flock.
Thus to assuage the nations of the dead
I pledged these rites, then slashed the lamb and ewe,
letting their black blood stream into the wellpit.
Now the souls gathered, stirring out of Erebus,
brides and young men, and men grown old in pain,
and tender girls whose hearts were new to grief;
many were there, too, torn by brazen lanceheads,
battle-slain, bearing still their bloody gear.
From every side they came and sought the pit
with rustling cries; and I grew sick with fear.
But presently I gave command to my officers
to flay those sheep the bronze cut down, and make
burnt offerings of flesh to the gods below—
to sovereign Death, to pale Persephone. r

Meanwhile I crouched with my drawn sword to keep
the surging phantoms from the bloody pit
till I should know the presence of Tiresias.

One shade came first—Elpenor, of our company,
who lay unburied still on the wide earth
as we had left him—dead in Circe’s hall,
untouched, unmourned, when other cares compelled us.
Now when I saw him there I wept for pity
and called out to him:
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book 11:
The Land of the Dead

assuage (E-swAjP) v. to calm or pacify

10 Erebus (DrPE-bEs): a region of the 
land of the dead, also known as the 
underworld or Hades.  Hades is also the 
name of the god of the underworld.

18 flay: to strip off the outer skin of.

r
 
ALLUSION 

In lines 17–20, Odysseus makes 
a sacrifice to “sovereign Death,” 
or Hades, and “pale Persephone” 
(pEr-sDfPE-nC), his bride, who was 
kidnapped and forced to live with 
him for six months of every year.  
Her mother, goddess of the harvest, 
grieves during that time, causing 
winter to fall.  What does this 
background information tell you 
about Hades?  Consider how this 
information affects your impression 
of the underworld.
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 ‘How is this, Elpenor,
how could you journey to the western gloom
swifter afoot than I in the black lugger?’

He sighed, and answered:

 ‘Son of great Laertes,
Odysseus, master mariner and soldier,
bad luck shadowed me, and no kindly power;
ignoble death I drank with so much wine.
I slept on Circe’s roof, then could not see
the long steep backward ladder, coming down,
and fell that height. My neck bone, buckled under,
snapped, and my spirit found this well of dark.
Now hear the grace I pray for, in the name
of those back in the world, not here—your wife
and father, he who gave you bread in childhood,
and your own child, your only son, Telemachus,
long ago left at home.

30

35

40

ANALYZE VISUALS

This 16th-century painting illustrates 
the descent of Ulysses (Odysseus) 
into the underworld.  How has the 
artist distinguished between Ulysses 
and the dead, also known as shades?
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Ulysses Descending into the Underworld (16th century), Giovanni Stradano. Fresco. Palazzo Vecchio, Florence. 
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 When you make sail
and put these lodgings of dim Death behind,
you will moor ship, I know, upon Aeaea Island;
there, O my lord, remember me, I pray,
do not abandon me unwept, unburied,
to tempt the gods’ wrath, while you sail for home;
but fire my corpse, and all the gear I had, 
and build a cairn for me above the breakers—
an unknown sailor’s mark for men to come.
Heap up the mound there, and implant upon it
the oar I pulled in life with my companions.’

He ceased, and I replied:

 ‘Unhappy spirit,
I promise you the barrow and the burial.’

So we conversed, and grimly, at a distance,
with my long sword between, guarding the blood,
while the faint image of the lad spoke on.
Now came the soul of Anticlea, dead,
my mother, daughter of Autolycus,
dead now, though living still when I took ship
for holy Troy. Seeing this ghost I grieved,
but held her off, through pang on pang of tears,
till I should know the presence of Tiresias.
Soon from the dark that prince of Thebes came forward
bearing a golden staff; and he addressed me:

‘Son of Laertes and the gods of old,
Odysseus, master of land ways and sea ways,
why leave the blazing sun, O man of woe,
to see the cold dead and the joyless region?
Stand clear, put up your sword;
let me but taste of blood, I shall speak true.’

At this I stepped aside, and in the scabbard
let my long sword ring home to the pommel silver,
as he bent down to the sombre blood. Then spoke
the prince of those with gift of speech:

 ‘Great captain,
a fair wind and the honey lights of home
are all you seek. But anguish lies ahead;
the god who thunders on the land prepares it,
not to be shaken from your track, implacable,
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50–51 fire my corpse . . . cairn: Elpenor 
wants Odysseus to hold a funeral for him.

58 with my long sword . . . blood: the 
ghosts are attracted to the blood of the 
sacrifice; Odysseus must hold them at 
bay with his sword.

66 prince of Thebes: Tiresias, the blind 
seer, comes from the city of Thebes (thCbz).
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in rancor for the son whose eye you blinded.
One narrow strait may take you through his blows:
denial of yourself, restraint of shipmates.
When you make landfall on Thrinacia first
and quit the violet sea, dark on the land
you’ll find the grazing herds of Helios
by whom all things are seen, all speech is known.
Avoid those kine, hold fast to your intent,
and hard seafaring brings you all to Ithaca.
But if you raid the beeves, I see destruction
for ship and crew. Though you survive alone,
bereft of all companions, lost for years,
under strange sail shall you come home, to find
your own house filled with trouble: insolent men
eating your livestock as they court your lady.
Aye, you shall make those men atone in blood!
But after you have dealt out death—in open
combat or by stealth—to all the suitors,
go overland on foot, and take an oar,
until one day you come where men have lived
with meat unsalted, never known the sea,
nor seen seagoing ships, with crimson bows
and oars that fledge light hulls for dipping flight.
The spot will soon be plain to you, and I 
can tell you how: some passerby will say,
“What winnowing fan is that upon your shoulder?”
Halt, and implant your smooth oar in the turf
and make fair sacrifice to Lord Poseidon:
a ram, a bull, a great buck boar; turn back,
and carry out pure hekatombs at home
to all wide heaven’s lords, the undying gods, 
to each in order. Then a seaborne death
soft as this hand of mist will come upon you
when you are wearied out with rich old age,
your country folk in blessed peace around you.
And all this shall be just as I foretell.’ . . .” s

Odysseus speaks to the shade of his mother. She tells him that Penelope and 
Telemachus are still grieving for him and that his father, Laertes, has moved 
to the country, where he, too, mourns his son. Odysseus’ mother explains that 
she died from a broken heart. Odysseus also speaks with the spirits of many 
great ladies and men who died, as well as those who were being punished 
for their earthly sins. Filled with horror, Odysseus and his crew set sail.
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s  EPIC HERO 
An epic hero’s fate is often a matter 
of great importance to the gods 
and to the hero’s homeland.  In lines 
77–117, Odysseus’ fate is the subject 
of a prophecy by Tiresias, a blind 
seer who now dwells among the 
dead.  A prophecy such as this can 
serve as foreshadowing in an epic 
or other story.  Do you think that 
Odysseus’ fate will unfold exactly as 
Tiresias foretells it?  Explain why you 
think as you do.

89–91 kine; beeves: two words for cattle. 

101–102 where men have lived with meat 
unsalted: refers to an inland location 
where men do not eat salted (preserved) 
meat as sailors do aboard a ship. 
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ANALYZE VISUALS

This detail from a 19th-century 
painting shows Odysseus tied to 
the mast of his ship to protect him 
from the Sirens’ tempting song.  
Notice that his men have all covered 
their ears.  How does the artist’s 
depiction of the Sirens affect your 
understanding of the story?  Explain.
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Odysseus and his men return to Circe’s island. While the men sleep, Circe 
takes Odysseus aside to hear about the underworld and to offer advice.

 “Then said the Lady Circe:
‘So: all those trials are over.
 Listen with care
to this, now, and a god will arm your mind.
Square in your ship’s path are Sirens, crying
beauty to bewitch men coasting by;
woe to the innocent who hears that sound!
He will not see his lady nor his children
in joy, crowding about him, home from sea;
the Sirens will sing his mind away
on their sweet meadow lolling. There are bones
of dead men rotting in a pile beside them
and flayed skins shrivel around the spot.
 Steer wide;
keep well to seaward; plug your oarsmen’s ears
with beeswax kneaded soft; none of the rest
should hear that song.

 But if you wish to listen,
let the men tie you in the lugger, hand
and foot, back to the mast, lashed to the mast,
so you may hear those harpies’ thrilling voices;
shout as you will, begging to be untied,
your crew must only twist more line around you
and keep their stroke up, till the singers fade.
What then? One of two courses you may take,
and you yourself must weigh them. I shall not
plan the whole action for you now, but only
tell you of both.

book 12 :
The Sirens; Scylla and Charybdis

2–3 In Circe, Odysseus has found a 
valuable ally.  In the next hundred lines, 
she describes in detail each danger 
that he and his men will meet on 
their way home.

18 those harpies’ thrilling voices: 
the delightful voices of those horrible 
female creatures.

14 kneaded (nCPdGd): squeezed 
and pressed.

Detail of Ulysses and the Sirens (1891), John William Waterhouse. 
Oil on canvas, 100 cm × 201.7 cm. National Gallery of Victoria, 

Melbourne, Australia. Photo © Bridgeman Art Library.1130 unit 11: the odyssey



 Ahead are beetling rocks
and dark blue glancing Amphitrite, surging,
roars around them. Prowling Rocks, or Drifters,
the gods in bliss have named them—named them well.
Not even birds can pass them by. . . .

 A second course
lies between headlands. One is a sharp mountain
piercing the sky, with stormcloud round the peak
dissolving never, not in the brightest summer,
to show heaven’s azure there, nor in the fall.
No mortal man could scale it, nor so much
as land there, not with twenty hands and feet,
so sheer the cliffs are—as of polished stone.
Midway that height, a cavern full of mist
opens toward Erebus and evening. Skirting
this in the lugger, great Odysseus,
your master bowman, shooting from the deck,
would come short of the cavemouth with his shaft;
but that is the den of Scylla, where she yaps
abominably, a newborn whelp’s cry,
though she is huge and monstrous. God or man,
no one could look on her in joy. Her legs—
and there are twelve—are like great tentacles,
unjointed, and upon her serpent necks
are borne six heads like nightmares of ferocity,
with triple serried rows of fangs and deep
gullets of black death. Half her length, she sways
her heads in air, outside her horrid cleft,
hunting the sea around that promontory 
for dolphins, dogfish, or what bigger game
thundering Amphitrite feeds in thousands.
And no ship’s company can claim
to have passed her without loss and grief; she takes,
from every ship, one man for every gullet.

The opposite point seems more a tongue of land
you’d touch with a good bowshot, at the narrows.
A great wild fig, a shaggy mass of leaves,
grows on it, and Charybdis lurks below
to swallow down the dark sea tide. Three times
from dawn to dusk she spews it up
and sucks it down again three times, a whirling
maelstrom; if you come upon her then
the god who makes earth tremble could not save you.

25 beetling: jutting or overhanging.

43–55 Circe presents a very unpleasant 
image of Scylla.  To get a better idea of 
what Odysseus and his crew will be up 
against, try using this detailed description 
to either visualize or draw a picture 
of Scylla.

34 heaven’s azure (BzhPEr): the blue sky.

26 glancing Amphitrite (BmQfG-trFPtC): 
sparkling seawater.  (Amphitrite is the 
goddess of the sea and the wife of 
Poseidon.  Here, Circe uses the name 
to refer to the sea itself.)

31 headlands: points of land jutting 
out into the sea; promontories.

66 maelstrom (mAlPstrEm): a large, 
violent whirlpool.
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abominably (E-bJmPE-nE-blC) adv. 
in a hateful way; horribly
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No, hug the cliff of Scylla, take your ship
through on a racing stroke. Better to mourn
six men than lose them all, and the ship, too.’

So her advice ran; but I faced her, saying:

‘Only instruct me, goddess, if you will,
how, if possible, can I pass Charybdis,
or fight off Scylla when she raids my crew?’

Swiftly that loveliest goddess answered me:

‘Must you have battle in your heart forever?
The bloody toil of combat? Old contender,
will you not yield to the immortal gods?
That nightmare cannot die, being eternal
evil itself—horror, and pain, and chaos;
there is no fighting her, no power can fight her,
all that avails is flight.
 Lose headway there
along that rockface while you break out arms,
and she’ll swoop over you, I fear, once more,
taking one man again for every gullet. t

No, no, put all your backs into it, row on;
invoke Blind Force, that bore this scourge of men,
to keep her from a second strike against you.

Then you will coast Thrinacia, the island
where Helios’ cattle graze, fine herds, and flocks
of goodly sheep. The herds and flocks are seven,
with fifty beasts in each.
 No lambs are dropped,
or calves, and these fat cattle never die.
Immortal, too, their cowherds are—their shepherds—
Phaethusa and Lampetia, sweetly braided
nymphs that divine Neaera bore
to the overlord of high noon, Helios.
These nymphs their gentle mother bred and placed
upon Thrinacia, the distant land,
in care of flocks and cattle for their father.

Now give those kine a wide berth, keep your thoughts
intent upon your course for home,
and hard seafaring brings you all to Ithaca.
But if you raid the beeves, I see destruction
for ship and crew.

82 all . . . flight: all you can do is flee.

87 invoke . . . men: pray to the goddess 
Blind Force, who gave birth to Scylla.

89 coast: sail along the coast of.

95–96 Phaethusa (fAQE-thLPsE); 
Lampetia (lBm-pCPshE); Neaera (nC-CPrE).

101–105 Circe warns Odysseus not to 
steal Helios’ fine cattle because Helios 
will take revenge.
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EPIC HERO 

Summarize the exchange between 
Odysseus and Circe in lines 68–85. 
What is Circe’s advice to Odysseus?  
Do you think he will follow her 
advice?  Explain.
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 Rough years then lie between
you and your homecoming, alone and old,
the one survivor, all companions lost.’ . . .” u  

At dawn, Odysseus and his men continue their journey. Odysseus decides 
to tell the men only of Circe’s warnings about the Sirens, whom they will 
soon encounter. He is fairly sure that they can survive this peril if he keeps 
their spirits up. Suddenly, the wind stops.

 “The crew were on their feet
briskly, to furl the sail, and stow it; then,
each in place, they poised the smooth oar blades
and sent the white foam scudding by. I carved
a massive cake of beeswax into bits
and rolled them in my hands until they softened—
no long task, for a burning heat came down
from Helios, lord of high noon. Going forward
I carried wax along the line, and laid it
thick on their ears. They tied me up, then, plumb
amidships, back to the mast, lashed to the mast,
and took themselves again to rowing. Soon,
as we came smartly within hailing distance,
the two Sirens, noting our fast ship
off their point, made ready, and they sang. . . .

The lovely voices in ardor appealing over the water
made me crave to listen, and I tried to say
‘Untie me!’ to the crew, jerking my brows;
but they bent steady to the oars. Then Perimedes
got to his feet, he and Eurylochus,
and passed more line about, to hold me still.
So all rowed on, until the Sirens
dropped under the sea rim, and their singing
dwindled away.
 My faithful company
rested on their oars now, peeling off
the wax that I had laid thick on their ears;
then set me free.
 But scarcely had that island
faded in blue air than I saw smoke
and white water, with sound of waves in tumult—
a sound the men heard, and it terrified them.
Oars flew from their hands; the blades went knocking
wild alongside till the ship lost way,
with no oarblades to drive her through the water.

134–139 The men panic when they hear 
the thundering surf.  

117–118 plumb amidships: exactly 
in the center of the ship.

126 Perimedes (pDrQG-mCPdCz).
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135

140

ardor (ärPdEr) n. passion

u
 
EPIC HERO 

Reread lines 104–107, and reconsider 
your thoughts about Tiresias’ 
prophecy.  Do you think Odysseus has 
the power to steer his fate?  Explain.
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Well, I walked up and down from bow to stern,
trying to put heart into them, standing over
every oarsman, saying gently,

 ‘Friends,
have we never been in danger before this?
More fearsome, is it now, than when the Cyclops
penned us in his cave? What power he had!
Did I not keep my nerve, and use my wits
to find a way out for us?
 Now I say
by hook or crook this peril too shall be
something that we remember.
 Heads up, lads!
We must obey the orders as I give them.
Get the oarshafts in your hands, and lay back
hard on your benches; hit these breaking seas.
Zeus help us pull away before we founder.
You at the tiller, listen, and take in
all that I say—the rudders are your duty;
keep her out of the combers and the smoke;
steer for that headland; watch the drift, or we
fetch up in the smother, and you drown us.’

That was all, and it brought them round to action.
But as I sent them on toward Scylla, I
told them nothing, as they could do nothing.
They would have dropped their oars again, in panic,
to roll for cover under the decking. Circe’s
bidding against arms had slipped my mind,
so I tied on my cuirass and took up
two heavy spears, then made my way along
to the foredeck—thinking to see her first from there,
the monster of the gray rock, harboring
torment for my friends. I strained my eyes
upon that cliffside veiled in cloud, but nowhere
could I catch sight of her.
 And all this time,
in travail, sobbing, gaining on the current,
we rowed into the strait—Scylla to port
and on our starboard beam Charybdis, dire
gorge of the salt sea tide. By heaven! when she
vomited, all the sea was like a cauldron
seething over intense fire, when the mixture
suddenly heaves and rises. v

154 founder: sink.

176 gorge: throat; gullet.

157 combers: breaking waves.

158–159 watch . . . smother: keep the 
ship on course, or it will be crushed in 
the rough water.
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165

170

175

travail (trE-vAlP) n. painful effort

v
 
EPIC HERO 

Consider Odysseus’ behavior in lines 
108–179.  Do you think he is a good 
leader?  Explain your opinion.
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 The shot spume
soared to the landside heights, and fell like rain.

But when she swallowed the sea water down
we saw the funnel of the maelstrom, heard
the rock bellowing all around, and dark
sand raged on the bottom far below.
My men all blanched against the gloom, our eyes
were fixed upon that yawning mouth in fear
of being devoured.
 Then Scylla made her strike,
whisking six of my best men from the ship.
I happened to glance aft at ship and oarsmen
and caught sight of their arms and legs, dangling
high overhead. Voices came down to me
in anguish, calling my name for the last time.

A man surfcasting on a point of rock
for bass or mackerel, whipping his long rod
to drop the sinker and the bait far out,
will hook a fish and rip it from the surface
to dangle wriggling through the air:
 so these
were borne aloft in spasms toward the cliff.

She ate them as they shrieked there, in her den,
in the dire grapple, reaching still for me—
and deathly pity ran me through
at that sight—far the worst I ever suffered,
questing the passes of the strange sea.
 We rowed on.
The Rocks were now behind; Charybdis, too,
and Scylla dropped astern. . . .”

Odysseus tries to persuade his men to bypass Thrinacia, the island of the sun 
god, Helios, but they insist on landing. Driven by hunger, they ignore Odysseus’ 
warning not to feast on Helios’ cattle. This disobedience angers the sun god, who 
threatens to stop shining if payment is not made for the loss of his cattle. To appease 
Helios, Zeus sends down a thunderbolt to sink Odysseus’ ship. Odysseus alone 
survives. He eventually drifts to Ogygia, the home of Calypso, who keeps him 
on her island for seven years. With this episode, Odysseus ends the telling of his 
tale to King Alcinous.

198 borne aloft in spasms: lifted 
high while struggling violently.

185 blanched: became pale.

179 shot spume: flying foam.

189 aft: toward the rear of the ship.

200 grapple: grasp.

180
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200

205

ANALYZE VISUALS

Apart from depicting a different 
narrative moment, how does this 
16th-century painting differ from 
the one on page 1131?  Be specific in 
describing the differences in style 
and mood.
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